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ABSTRACT 
Full-rank J,-elementary factors play a key role in the context of the matricial version 
of the classical Caratbt%dory interpolation problem. Extending work of I. V. Kovalishina, 
we derive various one-to-one correspondences between Potapov-normalized full-rank J4 - 
elementary factors and finite nondegenerate 4 x 4 Caratheodory sequences. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In [lo], a program of systematic investigation of special meromorphic matrix- 
valued functions which have exactly one pole in the extended complex plane was 
started. These functions, which are called J-elementary factors (see Definition 
4), play a key role in the approach to matrix versions of classical interpolation 
problems which was worked out by V. P. Potapov and his pupils (see Kovalishina 
[18], Galstjan [13], Dubovoj [6], Djukarev and Katsnelson [4,5], Djukarev [3], and 
Golinskii [ 16,171). To be more precise, appropriately chosen J-elementary factors 
can he used as resolvent matrix of an interpolation problem, i.e., as generating 
matrix-valued function of some linear fractional transformation which describes 
the solution set of the interpolation problem. 
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In [lo], a detailed analysis of jp4 -elementary factors and their pararnetrizations 
was carried out. Here, jp4 stands for the (p + 4) x (p + 4) signature matrix 
diag(Z,, -IQ). Observe that there is an intimate relation between jp4-elementary 
factors and the matricial Schur problem (see [6-91). In our paper, we will concen- 
trate on the particular 24 x 24 signature matrix J = Jq, where 
Jq:= (_;* -2). 
This signature matrix is intimately connected with the matricial version of 
Caratheodory’s classical interpolation problem. Kovalishina [ 181 showed that 
if the data of a matricial Caratheodory problem satisfy a certain nondegeneracy 
condition, then so-called full-rank J4-elementary factors can be taken as resolvent 
matrices of this problem. Furthermore, she studied the corresponding inverse prob- 
lem: Is every full-rank Jq-elementary factor a resolvent matrix of some matricial 
Carathtodory problem? Kovalishina gave an affirmative answer. We will extend 
Kovalishina’s results in a way that will show that every full-rank J4-elementary 
factor is, in some sense, a resolvent matrix of two dual matricial Carathtodory 
problems. For this purpose, we will construct various types of Caratheodory se- 
quence pararnetrizations of Potapov-normalized full-rank J4-elementary factors, 
which provide clear insights into their intrinsic structure. Moreover, the appli- 
cation of Potapov’s famous factorization theory for J-cot&active meromorphic 
matrix-valued functions in the unit disc (see [22]) to the special case of Potapov- 
normalized full-rank J4-elementary factors provides a second kind of parametriz- 
ing them, namely via finite sequences of matrices with positive Hermitian real 
part. This parametrization reflects V. I? Potapov’s view of Schur’s [26] classical 
algorithm and its matricial generalizations. 
This paper has close interrelations with [lo]. It is organized as follows: In 
Section 1, we will introduce some notation and give a short summary of some 
later-used properties of Cayley transformation. Interrelations between matrix- 
valued Caratheodory functions and Carathtodory sequences of matrices are the 
central objects in Section 2. Furthermore, some connections to matrix-valued 
Schur functions and Schur sequences of matrices will be indicated. Section 3 
contains a short survey on basic facts of J-algebra. In Section 4, we will sum- 
marize some properties of general J-elementary factors. In Section 5, we will 
extend results due to Kovalishina [ 181 on parametrization of Potapov-normalized 
full-rank J,-elementary factors with pole at z = co via finite nondegenerate q x q 
Carathtodory sequences and, additionally, via finite sequences of 4 x 4 matri- 
ces having positive Hermitian real part. In Section 6, we will study analogous 
questions for Potapov-normalized full-rank Jq-elementary factors with pole at 
z = 0. Section 7 is devoted to discuss some interrelations between full-rank Jq- 
elementary factors with pole at z = co and full-rank J4-elementary factors with 
pole at z = 0. The main goal of Sections 8 and 9 is to develop certain second-type 




parametrizations of Potapov-normalized full-rank J,-elementary factors with pole 
at z = 00 or with pole at z = 0 via nondegenerate q x q CarathCodory sequences. 
The results of our paper can be roughly summarized in the scheme shown in 
Figure 1, which gives an overview on objects which stand in distinguished one- 
to-one correspondences to finite nondegenerate q x q CarathCodory sequences. 
Observe that the subset C(O) 4, ,, of all nondegenerate q x q CarathCodory sequences 
(rk)i!O satisfying r0 = ri stands obviously in a one-to-one correspondence 
with the set Iq,n of all positive Hermitian n x IZ block Toeplitz matrices (with 
q x q blocks). Gohberg and Heinig [ 141 showed the possibility of characterizing 
inverses of nonsingular block Toeplitz matrices by nice and powerful formulas, 
which generalize the well-known Gohberg-Semencul formulas (see [ 151). By their 
nature, these methods are intimately connected with Bezoutians and their matricial 
generalizations (see, e.g., Anderson and Jury [ 11, Pt& [25], Lerer and Tismenet- 
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sky [20]). Finally, note that two different characterizations of positive Hermitian 
block Toeplitz matrices by outer matrix polynomials via spectral factorization are 
contained in [12]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us begin with some notation and preliminaries. We will suppose that 
p, q, and m are positive integers. We will use No and C to denote the set of all 
nonnegative integers and the set of all complex numbers, respectively. If n E NO, 
and if t E No or t = +oo, then let Nn, 5 be the set of all integers k with n 5 k 5 t. 
Ifeisapositiverealnumber,andifza E C,thenletK(za; Q) := {z E C: ]z-_zu] < 
Q}. Furthermore, let Co := C U {co} be the extended complex plane, and let 
D := {z E C: IzI < l}, T := {z E C: IzI = 1). If X is a nonempty set, then 
let the set of p x q matrices each entry of which belongs to X be denoted by 
XPxq. For the null matrix which belongs to the set CPxq of all p x q complex 
matrices, we will write Opxq, whereas I, designates the identity matrix which 
belongs to CQxq. In cases where the size of the null matrix (or the identity matrix) 
is clear, we will omit the indexes. We will use the Lowner semiordering in the 
set Cgq of all Hermitian q x q complex matrices: If C and D belong to Crq, 
then C 2 D (respectively, C > D) means that C - D is nonnegative Hermitian 
(respectively, positive Hermitian). For each C E Cqxq, let llie C := i(C + C*) 
and 3m C := (1/2i)(C - C*) be the real part of C and the imaginary part of C, 
respectively. 
If t E No or t = +oo, with any sequence A = (Ak)icO of p x q complex 
matrices we will associate the block Toeplitz matrices 
S,(Ao, Al,. . . , A,) := 
[A~~!Jy.s!J 
n E {k E No : k 5 t}. For short, we will also write Sri,,, for S,(Ao, Al,. 





Let G be a simply connected domain of the extended complex plane Cu. If 
f : G + CPxq is given, then let the matrix-valued functions r : 6 + CqxP and 
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f(z) := Lfm1*, f(z) := Lfum1*, (3) 
G := {z E Co :Z E G}, and G := {z E CO : lfi E G}, where?55 := 00, I/W := 0, 
and l/O := co. The symbol ‘Ft[G] will be used to denote the set of all functions 
f:G + C which are holomorphic in G. Note if f E (7f[G])P”~ and if U E CPxP 
and V E CYxQ, then g := UfV belongs to (‘Z-Z[G])P”~ and satisfies g = V*$U*. 
Let e be a positive real number, and let f belong to (‘H[K(O; e)]P”q. For 
z E K(0; e>, let 
f(z) = 2 &zk 
k=O 
(4) 
be the Taylor series representation of f. In view of (1) and (2), we will use the 
short notation 
S/l := S,(Ao, Al,. . . , A,), n E No, (5) 
andifp =q, 
TAf’ := Re SLfl n 9 n E No. (6) 
REMARK 1. Let n E No. If 8jk is the Kronecker symbol, then 
x w := @j,n-k&&&) (7) 
satisfies C& = xnq and x& = 1. 
It will be useful to formulate Lemma 1.1.21 and parts of Lemma 1.3.12 from 
[8] in a purely algebraic form: 
LEMMA 1. Suppose n E No. Let X = (X&o and Y = (Y&o be sequences 
of q x q complex matrices. For k E NO,,,, let Stx := Sk(Xg, XT, . . . , Xi) and 
S,$ := Sk(Y;, Y;, . . . , Yt). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) det(Z + Xo) # 0 and S,,Y = (I - S,,x)(Z + &,x)-‘. 
(ii) det(Z + Yo) # 0 and&,x = (I - S,,y)(Z + &,y)-I. 
(iii) det(Z + X0) # 0 and Sk,y = (I - Sk,x)(Z i- &,x)-l 
for all k E NQ,. 
(iv) det(Z + Yo) # 0 and Sk,x = (I - Sk,y)(Z + Sk,y)-’ 
for all k E No,~. 
(v) det(Z + Xi) # 0 and S:y = (I - St,)(Z + S:x>-l. 
(vi) det(Z + Y;) # 0 and S:, = (I - Sfy)(Z + S:y)-l. 
Lemma 1 leads us to the following notion. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let t E Na or t = +oo. Suppose that X = (Xk)i=u is 
a sequence of q x q complex matrices with det(Z + Xc) # 0. Then the unique 
sequence Y = (Yk);,c of q x q complex matrices which satisfies &J = (I - 
&,X)(Z + &,x)-l for all k E N&t is Called the Cayley transform Of X = (Xk);,a. 
To end this section we are going to state a further useful algebraic result. 
LEMMA 2. Let t E No or t = 00, and let r = (rk)&, be a sequence ofq x q 
complex matrices with det ro # 0. Then: 
, (a) There is a unique sequence r’ = (I$;=o ofq x q complex matrices such 
that &J’ = (&,r)-’ for all k E No,~. Moreover, for each k E No,~, 
~eSk,P = (sk,r) -’ . Be sk,r . [(sk,r)-'I* 
= [(Sk,r)-l]* . Re Sk,r . (Sk,r)-l. 
(8) 
(b) suppose det(Z + rn) # 0. Then det(Z + l$) # 0. Let n E No,,. Zf(Ak);,o 
is the CUyb transform of (r&o, then (-Ak);,o is the Cayley transform of 
(r;)ltCo. 
Proo$ The assertion can be checked by straightforward calculations. 
W 
2. MATRICIAL CARATHEODORY FUNCTIONS AND CARATHEODORY 
SEQUENCES 
This section is aimed to provide some insight into the analytic background 
from which originates the study of .Z4-elementary factors. 
A matrix-valued function &(7i[D])qXQ is said to be a q x q Carathtodory 
function if %e a(z) 2 0 for each z E D. The set of all q x q Caratheodory 
functions will be denoted by C,. The matricial version of Caratheodory’s classical 
interpolation problem can be formulated as follows: 
(C): Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let (r&c be a sequence of q x q 
complex matrices. Describe the set C,[rc, rl , . . . , r,] of all R E C, such that 
(r&c is exactly the sequence of the first n + 1 Taylor coefficients in the Taylor 
series representation of R around the origin. 
If 52 : D + Cqxq is a holomorphic function with Taylor series representation 
k=O 
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then $J belongs to C, if and only if all the matrices Z”” are nonnegative Hermitian 
(see, e.g., [ 181 or [ 11, Part I, Section41). Moreover, if n E No and if P = (I’k);=o is 
a given sequence of q x q complex matrices, then C, [PO, rl , . . . , r,] is nonempty 
if and only if T,J > 0 (see, e.g., [ 111). Thus it seems to be useful to introduce 
the following notion. 
DEFINITION 2. (a) Let n be a nonnegative integer. A sequence r = (I’&0 
of q x q complex matrices is called a q x q Caratbeodory sequence if the block 
Toeplitz matrix T,,r is nonnegative Hermitian. If T,Q is positive Hermitian, then 
the q x q Caratheodory sequence (I’k)f,o is said to be nondegenerate. 
(b) A sequence (rk)gO of q x q complex matrices is called a q x q 
Caratheodory sequence (respectively, a nondegenerate Caratheodory sequence) 
if, for each nonnegative integer IZ, (Pk);,o is a q x q Caratheodory sequence 
(respectively, nondegenerate q x q Carathtodory sequence). 
DEFINITION 3. A q x q Caratbeodory function fi is called nondegenerate if 
the sequence (rk)yzO of its Taylor coefficients (in its Taylor series representation 
around the origin) is a nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory sequence. 
Thus the set C,[rc, PI, . . . , r,] is nonempty if and only if (rk)ico is a q x q 
Caratheodory sequence, whereas a sequence (l?k)rzo of q x q complex matrices 
is the sequence of Taylor coefficients of some q x q Caratheodory function if and 
only if (rk)rco is a q x q Caratheodory sequence. Note that if (I’&o is a given 
finite nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory sequence, then the set C, [PO, rt , . . . , r,] 
can be represented by some linear fractional transformation, where the parameter 
set is the so-called Schur class S, X4 of all holomorphic and contractive functions 
f : D + CYxq (see, e.g., Arov and Krein [2] or the authors’ paper [ 111). 
REMARK 2. Let n E No, and let r = (r&0 be a q x q Caratheodory 
sequence (respectively, a nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory sequence). Then 
I” = (I’z);=o is a q x q Caratheodory sequence (respectively, nondegenerate 
q x q Caratheodory sequence), which satisfies T,,,r = CnqTn,rmEnq where Xnq 
is given by (7). 
Matrix-valued Caratbeodory functions are intimately linked with the Schur 
class. A function f E (‘H[D])f’“~ which is contractive (respectively, strictly 
contractive) is said to be a p x q Schur function (respectively, a nondegenerate 
p x q Schur function). We will use the notation SpXq to denote the set of all p x q 
Schur functions. 
In analogy to q x q Caratheodory functions, there is also a Taylor coefficient 
characterization of p x q Schur functions. Namely, if f E (?f]D])P”q has the 
Taylor series representation (4), then f belongs to SpXq if and only if (Ak)rco is 
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a p x q Schur sequence, i.e. if and only if, for each nonnegative integer n, the 
block Toeplitz matrix S,, (Ao, A 1, . . . , A,) given by (1) is contractive (see, e.g., 
[8, Theorem 3.1.11). 
If n E No and if (Ak)&, is a given sequence of q x q complex matrices, 
then the so-called Schur problem consists of the question of describing the set 
S,x,[Ao, Al,. . . , A,] of all p x q Schur functions f such that (Ak)iZo is exactly 
the sequence of the first n + 1 Taylor coefficients in the Taylor series representation 
of f around the origin. In analogy to problem (C), the set S,,,[Ao, Al, . . . , A,] 
is nonempty if and only if (Ak)icO is a p x q Schur sequence, i.e., if and only if the 
matrix S, (Ao, Al, . . . , A,,) is contractive (see, e.g., [6] or [8, Theorem 3.5.21). If 
(A,$,o is a nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence, i.e., if S,(Ao, Al, . . . , A,) is 
strictly contractive, then SpX4 [Ao, A 1, . . . , A,] can be represented by some linear 
fractional transformation where SpX4 is the parameter set (see, e.g., [8, Sections 
3.9 and 3.101). A p x q Schur function f [with Taylor series representation (4)] 
is said to be nondegenerate if (Ak);P,, is a nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence, 
i.e. if for each n E No, the matrix S, (Ao, Al, . . . , A,) is strictly contractive. 
There are close relations between matricial Schur sequences and matricial 
Caratheodory sequences: 
LEMMA 3. Let t E No or Rt = CQ 
(a) If(Ak)iZo is a q x q Schur sequence with det(Z + Ao) # 0, then the Cuyky 
transform (Fk)icO of (Ak)icO is a q x q Curuthkodory sequence. 
(b) Zf(Ak)XZO is u nondegenerate q x q Schur sequence, then det(Z + Ao) # 
0 and the Cayley transform (r,);=, of (Ak)iZo is a nondegenerate q x q 
Carathkodory sequence. 
(c) Let (rk)lcO be a q x q Curuthkodory sequence. Then det(Z + Fo) # 0, 
and the Cayley transform (Ak)icO of (&);,o is a q x q Schur sequence. The 
Cayley transform of the q x q Carathkodory sequence (r;)ico is the q x q Schur 
sequence (A;)iEO. 
(d) If (r&o is a nondegenerate q x q Curuthkodory sequence, then the 
Cuyky transform (Ak)icO Of (r&o is a nondegenerate q x q Schur sequence. 
Proofi Apply parts (g) and (h) of Lemma 1.3.12 in [8], and use Remark 2 
and Lemma 1. ??
Note if f E Spx4, thenrank{Z -[f(z)]*f(z)} =rank{Z-[f(O)]*f(O)}for 
all z E D (see, e.g., [8, Lemma 2.1.51). Moreover, if f E Spx4 and if n E T, then 
either det[n Z + f(z)] # 0 for all z E D or det[v Z + f(z)] = 0 for all z E D (see, 
e.g., [8, Lemma 2.1.71). In particular, if f E Spx4, then there exists an n E T 
such that det[r] Z + f(z)] nowhere vanishes in D. The following two propositions, 
which can be taken, e.g., from [8 Proposition 2.1.2 and Proposition 2.1.31, express 
the announced close connections between the classes SqX4 and C,. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let f E S,, 
P 
, and let r] E T be such that det[nZ + f(z)] # 0. 
Then !2 := (Q Z - f)(~ Z + f>- belongs to C,. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let !2 E C,. Then: 
(a) Thefunction det(Z + a) nowhere vanishes in D. 
(b) Thefunction f := (I - Q)(Z + a)-’ belongs to Syx4 andsutisjies det[Z + 
f(z)] # Ofor all z E D and Q = (I - f)(Z + f)-‘. Moreovel; rank!l?e R(z) = 
rank{Z - [f(O)]*f(O)}for all z E D. 
In particular, we see from Proposition 2 that the Cayley transform of any q x q 
Carathtodory function is a q x q Schur function. We know from [ 10, Theorem 1 
and Lemma l] that f belongs to SpXq if and only if the function f’ given by (3) 
belongs to SqXp. For matrix-valued Caratheodory functions, we obtain easily an 
analogous fact: 
REMARK 3. ac&,ifandonlyiffi~C~. 
The following lemma, which is taken from [8, Lemma 2.1.111, yields a use- 
ful connection between a given q x q Caratheodory function Q and its Cayley 
transform. 
LEMMA 4. Let Q E C,, and let f := (I - !2)(Z + a)-‘. Then the q x q 
Curuth6odot-y function 6 and the q x q Schur function f’ also form a pair of 
Cuyley transforms, i.e., fi = (I - f)(Z + f’)-’ and f’ = (I - h)(Z + fi)-’ hold. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.1.21 in [8], 
part (b) of Proposition 2, Lemma 2, and Equation (6). 
LEMMA 5. Let Q E Cq be such that det!G!(zu) # 0 for some zo E D. Then: 
(a) det St(z) # Ofor all z E D. 
(b) a-’ belongs to C,. 
(c) For every nonnegative integer n, 
(d) rank %e a-’ (z) = rank ‘%e R(z) = rank Be R (0) for all z E D. 
In view of part (b) of Proposition 2, we see the following. 
REMARK 4. If s2 is a nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory function, then 
deta(z)#O forall ZED. 
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The following result is taken from [ 11, Part V, Lemma 261. Its proof consists 
of an application of Theorem 2, part (d) of Lemma 1, part (b) of Lemma 2, and 
part (d) of Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 6. Let t E No or t = 00, and let (rk)icO be a sequence ofq x q 
complex matrices with det Fo # 0. Let ( r;)ico be the sequence of q x q complex 
matrices given by Lemma 2. Then (rk);=o is a q x q Carath&odory sequence 
(respectively, nondegenerate q x q Carathkodory sequence) ifand only if(r;);,, 
is a q x q Carathkodory sequence (respectively, nondegenerate q x q Carathkodory 
sequence). Zf (r&o is a Curuthkodory sequence, and if (Ak)izo is the Cayley 
transform of (rk);& then (-Ak)izO is the Cuyley transform of (I’;);=o. 
REMARK 5. Let Sz E C, be such that det Q not identically vanishes in D, and 
let f :=(I-!2)(Z+n)-‘. Then Sz-’ = [I-(-f)][Z+(-f)]-‘; i.e.,theq xq 
Caratheodory function Q-1 is the Cayley transform of the q x q Schur function 
-f* 
3. SOME FACTS FROM J-ALGEBRA 
An m x m complex matrix J is called m x m signature matrix if J = J* and 
J2 = I. 
REMARK 6. Let J be an m x m signature matrix. Then U*JU = jp4 
with some m x m unitary matrix U, where p and q are the multiplicities of the 
eigenvalues +l and - 1, respectively, of J, and where 
jp4 := d?g(Z*, -I,), p > 0, 
1 
Z 4 =o, 
4 > 0, (9) 
-Zm, p = 0. 
If J # &Z,, then the matrices P := i(Z + J) and Q := i(Z - J) are associated 
with the orthogonal projections from Cm onto the eigenspaces associated with the 
eigenvalues + 1 and - 1, respectively, of J. 
REMARK 7. The matrix 
(10) 
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is obviously a 2q x 2q signature matrix. The unitary and Hermitian matrix 
(11) 
satisfies C, jq4C4 = J4 and C, J,C, = jq4. Moreover, J4 and jq4 have the same 
signature (q , q). 
An m x m complex matrix A is called J-contractive (respectively, strictly J- 
contractive) if A* JA 5 J (respectively, A* JA < J). Potapov [22, 241 (see also 
[8, Theorem 1.3.31) showed that an m x m complex matrix A is J-contractive if 
and only if A* is J-cot&active. If both A and B are J-contractive m x m complex 
matrices, then the product AB is also J-contractive. If A is J-contractive and 
nonsingular, then A-’ is (- J)-contractive. An m x m complex matrix A is said 
to be J-unitary if A* JA = J. Obviously, if A is J-unitary, then A is nonsingular 
and both the matrices A* and A-’ are J-unitary. 
LEMMA 7. Let J be an m x m signature matrix with J # fZm. Let p 
(respectively, q) be the multiplicity of the eigenvalue +l (respectively, -1) of 
J, and let U be an m x m unitary matrix with U* JU = jpq. Let (Y E Cmxm, and 
let 6 := U*aU. Then: 
(a) J - 6* JS = U(jp4 - o* jp4a)U*. 
(b) c? is jp4-contractive if and only if S is J-contractive. 
. * . 
(c) a! 2s stnctly Jp4 -contractive if and only if 6 is strictly J-contractive. 
(d) a! is jp,-unitary if and only if 6 is J-unitary. 
Proof Part (a) follows by straingtforward calculation. Parts (b), (c), and (d) 
are immediate consequences of (a). ??
A subspace L of Cm is called J-positive definite (respectively, J-negative 
definite) if x*Jx > 0 (respectively, --x*Jx > 0) for each x E L\{O}. Ev- 
ery subspace C of Cm which is J-positive definite or J-negative definite is J- 
orthocomplemented, i.e., L 1’1 := {x E Cm :x* Jy = 0 Vy E 13) is a subspace of 
Cm such that the Minkowski sum C + L 1~ is direct and coincides with Cm. The 
matrix Q which is associated with the projection onto L along Cl’1 (with respect 
to the canonical basis of Cm) is called the J-orthogonal projection onto C. 
LEMMA 8. Let J be an m x m signature matrix with J # &I,. Let p 
(respectively, q) be the multiplicity of the eigenvalue +l (respectively, -1) of 
J, and let U be an m x m unitary matrix with U* JU = jp4. Let Q E Cmxm, 
and let Q := U*QU. Then rank Q = rank Q. Moreover Q is a jpq-orthogonal 
projection onto some jpq-positive definite (respectively, jpq-negative dejinite) sub- 
space of Cm cf and only tf & is a J-orthogonal projection onto some J-positive 
definite (respectively, J-negative definite) subspace of Cm. 
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Pro05 Obviously, &J = U*Q(UJU*)U = lJ*Qj,,U. Thus, QJ > Oif and 
only if Qj,, 2 0. Because of Q2 = U*Q’U, we have Q2 = & if and only if 
Q2 = Q. Hence the application of Theorem 1.3.1 in [8] completes the proof. ??
4. SOME FACTS ON J-ELEMENTARY FACTORS 
We will preserve the assumption that J is an m x m signature matrix. Studying 
matrix versions of classical interpolation problems, V P Potapov and his pupils 
observed that the following special class of nonconstant rational matrix-valued 
functions is of central importance. 
DEFINITION 4. An m x m matrix-valued function A, which is meromorphic 
in CO, is called a J-elementary factor if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) A has exactly one pole zo E Co. 
(ii) For each z E D\{zc), the matrix A(z) is J-contractive. 
(iii) For each z E T\{zc}, the matrix A(z) is J-unitary. 
Having in mind some inverse problems associated with matrix interpolation, it 
is advantageous to normalize J-elementary factors (see [7, 91). VP. Potapov and 
his school used the following normalization concept: 
DEFINITION 5. A J-elementary factor A with pole at zo # 1 is said to be 
Potapov-normalized if A( 1) = I. 
It is readily checked that if A is an arbitrary J-elementary factor with pole of 
order k at za # 1, then both A[A(l)]-’ and [A(l)]-‘A are Potapov-normalized 
J-elementary factors with pole of order k at zc. 
REMARK 8. Let n E No, and let zc E Co. Further, let D be an m x m matrix- 
valued function defined on C\{zu}, and let ID := U*DU where U is some m x m 
unitary matrix such that U* JU = jp4 (see Remark 6). Then we see from Lemma 
7 that D is a J-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = zu if and only if 
D is a jpq-elementary factor with pole of order 12 + 1 at z = zo. If zo # 1 and if 
D is a J-elementary factor with pole at z = ~0, then D is Potapov-normalized if 
and only if V is Potapov-normalized. 
Having in mind the matricial version of the Caratheodory problem, where a 
finite number of derivatives at the point z = 0 are prescribed, we will concentrate 
on J-elementary factors the poles of which are located at z = 0 or at z = 00. 
(Observe that z = oo is the reflected point of z = 0 with respect to the unit circle.) 
We will first turn our attention to J-elementary factors having their pole at z = 00. 
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Clearly, if D is a J-elementary factor with pole of order k at z = 00, then D is an 
m x m matrix polynomial of degree k. 
LEMMA 9. The rank of the leading coeficient matrix of any J-elementary fac- 
tor with pole at z = 00 is not greater than the multiplicity of the eigenvalue + 1 of 
the m x m signature matrix J. 
Proo$ Let p (respectively, q) be the multiplicity of the eigenvalue +l (re- 
spectively, -1) of J. In view of Remark 6, there is an m x m unitary matrix U 
such that U* JU = jp4. Let n E No, and let D be an arbitrary J-elementary factor 
with pole of order n + 1 at z = co. We see from Remark 8 that D := U*DU is a 
jpq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00. If p > 0 and q > 0, then 
the application of a result due to Dubovoj (see [6] or [8, Lemma 4.4.8]), which 
contains the assertion in the case J = jp4, y ields that the rank of the leading 
coefficient matrix of D is not greater than p. If p = m, i.e., if q = 0, then the 
assertion is trivial. The case p = 0 can not occur, because every (-I)-elementary 
factor is holomorphic in Co/(D U T). W 
Lemma 9 helps us to single out that subclass of J-elementary factors which 
turns out to play a key role in the framework of nondegenerate interpolation prob- 
lems with a finite number of given data. 
DEFINITION 6. Let D be a J-elementary factor with pole at z = co. If 
the rank of the leading coefficient matrix D is equal to the multiplicity of the 
eigenvalue + 1 of the signature matrix J, then J is called a full-rank J-elementary 
factor. 
REMARK 9. Let D be a J-elementary factor with pole at z = co, and let U 
be an m x m unitary matrix with U* JU = jp4. In view of Remark 8, D has full 
rank if and only if the jP4 -elementary factor V := U*DU has full rank. 
The next result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 7 in [lo]. 
LEMMA 10. Let n E No. Then D isfill-rank a J-elementary factor with pole 
of order n + 1 at z = 00 if and only if fi is afill-rank J-elementary factor with 
pole of order n + 1 at z = ccx 
Now we will consider J-elementary factors with pole at z = 0. 
LEMMA 11. Let n E No, and let B be a J-elementaryfactor with pole of order 
n + 1 at z = 0. Then B admits a representation 
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B(z) = 2 Xkz-k 
k=O 
(12) 
for all z E C\{O} with some m x m complex matrices X0, X1, . . . , X,, where 
rank X, is not greater than the multiplicity q of the eigenvalue - 1 of the signature 
matrix J. 
Proof Using Dubovoj’s result in the case J = j,,e (see [6] or 
[8, Lemma 4.4.2]), Lemma 11 can be proved analogously to Lemma 9. ??
DEFINITION 7. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let B be a J-elementary 
factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Let (12) denote the Laurent expansion of 
B around the origin. Then B is called a full-rank J-elementary factor if rank X, 
coincides with the multiplicity of the eigenvalue - 1 of the signature matrix J. 
REMARK 10. Let B be a J-elementary factor with pole at z = 0, and let U 
be an m x m unitary matrix such that U* JU = jp4. From Remark 8 it is obvious 
that B has full rank if and only if the jpq-elementary factor B := U* BU with pole 
at z = 0 has full rank. 
The next result is also an immediate consequence of Lemma 7 in [lo]. 
LEMMA 12. Let n E No. Then B is a full-rank J-elementary factor with pole 
of order n + 1 at z = 0 tfana’ only if fi is afull-rank J-elementary factor with 
pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. 
For our purposes, the special signature matrices jP4 and J4 given in (9) and (10) 
will play a distinguished role. In this connection, now we are going to introduce 
the following notion. 
DEFINITION 8. Let A” be a Jq-elementary factor, and let A be a jq4- 
elementary factor. If A” = C4 AC,, where C, is given by (1 l), then [A”, A] 
is called a Cayley-associated J4 - jqq-pair. 
REMARK 11. If [A’, A] is a Cayley-associated J4 - j,,-pair, then the fol- 
lowing statements obviously hold true: 
(a) A0 and A have their pole at the same point zo. 
(b) The orders of the pole of A” and A at zo coincide. 
(c) [x0, A] is a Cayley-associated J4 - j,,-pair (with pole at 70). 
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(cl) If zo # 1, then A” is Potapov-normalized if and only if A is Potapov- 
normalized. 
(e) If za = 0 or if z = oo, then A0 has full rank if and only if A has full rank. 
REMARK 12. 
(a) If A” is a .Z,-elementary factor, then there is a unique &,-elementary factor 
A such that [A”, A] is a Cayley-associated .Z4 - &,-pair, namely A := C, A”C, . 
(b) If A is a &,-elementary factor, then there is a unique .Z4-elementary factor 
A” such that [A”, A] is a Cayley-associated Jq - &-pair, namely A” := C,AC,. 
5. POTAPOV-NORMALIZED FULL-RANK Jq -ELEMENTARY FACTORS 
WITH POLE AT z = co AND THEIR ASSOCIATED RIGHT-TYPE q x q 
CARATHfiODORY SEQUENCE 
The special 2q x 2q signature matrix Jq given by (10) is naturally associated 
with the set of all q x q complex matrices the real part of which is nonnegative 
Hermitian: If X E Cqxq, then %e X > 0 (respectively, %e X > 0) if and only if 
(:)*Jq(f) 50 (respectively,<O). 
For the following, it will be useful to introduce some notation. Assume that 
t E No or T = 00 and that A = (Ak)icO is a given nondegenerate p x q Schur 
sequence. Using (l), for each n E No, r, we set 
‘%,A := (1, &,A)*(1 - %,A~;,,)-‘(~, &,A) (13) 
and 
H n,A := (%,A~ z)*(z - &z,A~;,A>-‘(&,AY 1). (14) 
If (I’,);=, is a given nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory sequence, then we set 
G” n,r := (%r, -Z)*(%r + Sn*,&‘(&,r, -Z) (15) 
and 
H;,r := (Sri,,, 3 Z)*(%r + S,*,r)-‘(&,r, Z). (16) 
Further, for each it E No, let Tn,r and enq : C + Cqx@+‘)q be defined by (2) and 
enq(z) := (Z,, zl,, z2Zq, . . . , znZq). (17) 
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LEMMA 13. L&n E No, let (AI&~ be a no&generate q x q Schursequence, 
and let (rk)E,0 be the Cayley transform of (Ak)icO. Then the nondegenerate q x q 
Carathkodory sequence (rk)& satisfies 
G n,A = C(n+~)~G;,rCw)q and %,A = C(n+1)qH$4n+1),, (18) 
where C(n+l)q is given by (11). 
Pro05 Part (i) of Lemma 1.3.12 in [8] and (6) yield 
I - $&;,A = 4(Z + %,r)-‘m,r [(I + S.r)-‘]* . 
Hence, 
‘nib = 4 [(I + sh$‘]* (1 - &~,As,*,,)-~(z + &J)-! 
Further, we have 
m + &z,rP(Sn,r, -Z)%+l)q = -cz,cz + S,,rp(I -5&J)) 
= (z, &.A). 
Thus we get the first equation in (18). The second one follows analogously. 
??
LEMMA 14. Let n E No. Let (Ak)ESO be a nondegenerate q x q Schur se- 
quence, and let D,,A : C + CQX2q be defined by 
&A(Z) := hq 
-Cl -z) ~diag(e,q(z)9 e,,(z)> .&,A ~diag(ejrqU),e~q(l)) s&q. 
(19) 
Let (rk)&, be a nondegenerate q x q Carathkodory sequence, and let D,“J : C + 
CQ x24 be defined by 
D;,,(z) := 1% 
-(l - z) . diag (e,q(z), e,,(z)) . Gi,, . diag (eiq(l). eiq(l)) . 4. 
(20) 
If (rk)gSO iS the Cuyley transform of (Ak)[tcO, then 
&,A = C,D;,rCq. (21) 
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Proo$ It is readily checked that 
Cq . die (enq (z>, enq (z)) = diag (en4 Cd, enq k)) . C(,+l), (22) 
holds true for all z E C. From Remark 7 we know that C; = C,, Ci = I, 
and J4C4 = C,j,,. Thus the application of Lemma 13 yields the assertion. 
W 
Recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set .$2), of all 
Potapov-normalized full-rank jp4 -elementary factors D with pole of order n + 1 at 
z = 00 and the set Spxq,n+l of all nondegenerate p x q Schur sequences (Ak)& 
(see Theorem 4 and Definition 6 in [lo]). Namely, for each D E F,$‘,, there 
is a unique sequence (&);!e E Spxq,,,+l, which is called the right-type p x q 
Schur sequence associated with D, such that D coincides with D,,A given by (19). 
Conversely, for every nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence (&);=c, the function 
D n,A . . C + C2qx% defined by (19) belongs to F:?‘,. Now we will uncover a 
similar relation connecting q x q Caratheodory sequences and Potapov-normalized 
full-rank Jq-elementary factors. 
THEOREM 10. Let n be a nonnegative integer: 
(a) Let (rk& be a nondegenerate q x q Carathkodory sequence. Then 
D ,“,r : C + C2qx% defined by (20) is a Potapov-normalized fall-rank Jq- 
elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = CQ which satisfies 
Jq - D,“,r<z>J, [D;,,-(Z)]* 
= (1 - Izl’) .diag(enq(z),enq(z)) .Gi,, .diag(e,*q(z),e~q(z)) 
(23) 
for all z E C. 
(b) Let D” be an arbitrary Potapov-normalizedfill-rank Jq-elementary factor 
with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00. Then there exists a unique nondegener- 
ate q x q Carathbodory sequence (rk)& such that D” is exactly the function 
D” : C + C%xG dejinedfrom (rk)zcO via (17) and (20). Moreovel; thefunc- 
tii;‘D := Cq D”C,, where C, is given by (1 l), is a Potapov-normalizedfill-rank 
jqq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = co. The Cayley transform 
of (rk)& is exactly the right-type q x q Schur sequence associated with D. 
Proo$ (a) By VirtUe of Lemma 3, the Cayley transform (Ak)z,c of (r&c 
is a nondegenerate q x q Schur sequence. Then (F&n is the Cayley transform 
of (Ak)‘&. In view of Theorem 4 in [ 101, the function D,,,A : C + Uxq defined 
by (19) is a Potapov-normalized full-rank jqq-elementary factor with pole of order 
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n + 1 at z = 00. From Lemma 14 and Remark 7 we get 
D” n.r = C,&,A~, . (24) 
Therefore, we see from Remarks 7, 8, and 9 that D; r is a Potapov-normalized 
full-rank &-elementary factor with pole of order n + i at z = 00. Using Theorem 
4.4.4 in [8] (see also Theorem 4 in [lo]), the identities (24) and (22), Remark 7, 
and Lemma 13, for all z E C, we obtain 
54 - D;,r(z)J, [%,I+)]* = C, [&y - Dn,~(z).&qD;,,&z)] C, 
= (1 - M2) Cq die (e,,(z), e,,(z)) G~,A 
x [Cq diag (e,,(z), enq(z>)]* 
=( ‘>‘( 1 - Izl dlag enqW9 en&.>) C(,+I),G,,A 
x [diag (en&.), en&)) %+I),]* 
= (1 - 1~1~) diag (enq(zh e,,(z)) Gi,, [diag (enq(z>, e,,(z))]*. 
(b): Set D := C, D”C,. Remark 7 yields then D” := C, DC,. Since D” is a 
Potapov-normalized full-rank J4-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 
co, we see from Remarks 7,8, and 9 that D is a Potapov-normalized full-rank &- 
elementary factor with pole of order IZ + 1 at z = 03. By virtue of Theorem4.4.4 in 
[8], there is a unique nondegenerate 4 x q Schur sequence (Ak)&, such that D = 
D, A where D,,J : C + C% ’ 2q is defined by (19). We know from Lemma 3 that 
the’cayley transform (Fk)[t!O of (A&0 is a nondegenerate 4 x q Caratheodory 
sequence. Clearly, (A.&-, is the Cayley transform of (Fk)‘/& Let D,“,, : C + 
(2% x2q be defined by (20). ThenLemma 14 yields (21). Hence, Remark7 provides 
D” = CqDCq = CqDn,~Cq = Dir, i.e., the Cayley transform (F&u of 
(Ak)izO is a nondegenerate 4 x q Caratheodory sequence for which D” = 0,” r 
holds true. Now we assume that (Fk)E=u is an arbitrary nondegenerate q x ‘q 
Caratheodory sequence such that D” coincides with the function D,“,, constructed 
from (Fk)& via (20). By virtue of Lemma 3, the Cayley transform (A&,0 of 
(F&u is a nondegenerate q x q Schur sequence. Let Dn,~ : C + C%xQ be 
given by (19). Theorem 4.4.4 in [8] shows that D,,A is a Potapov-normalized 
full-rank jqq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00. Since (Fk);,a 
is the Cayley transform of (Ak)icO, it follows from Lemma 14 that Dn,~ = 
C,D$.C, = CqDoCq = D. Consequently, (A&o is the right-type q x q 
Schur sequence associated with the Potapov-normalized full-rank jqq-elementary 
factor D with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00. Thus, (F&u is unique [as the 
Cayley transform of (Ak)f!O]. ??
Parametrizations of Potapov-normalized full-rank J,-elementary factors with 
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the aid of appropriately chosen finite sequences of matrices first occur in the school 
of V. P. Potapov (see Djukarev [33, Djukarev and Katsnelson [4, 51, Dubovoj 
[6], Galstjan [13], Golinskii [16, 171, Kovalishina [18]). As Theorem 1, I. V. 
Kovalishina [ 18, p. 4341 stated (without proof) the parametrization aspect of part 
(b) of Theorem 1. Our proof is self-contained. It is based on corresponding results 
of V. K. Dubovoj [6, 8, Section 4.41 for j,,-elementary factors. 
DEFINITION 9. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let D” be a Potapov- 
normalized full-rank Jq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = co. 
Then the unique nondegenerate 4 x 4 Caratheodory sequence (F&a for which 
D” coincides with 0,” p given by (20) is called the right-type q x q Caratheodory 
sequence associated with D”. 
REMARK 13. Let n E No. Theorem 1 shows that, for every nondegenerate 
q x q Caratheodory sequence (Fk)fzO, there is a unique Potapov-normalized 
full-rank Jy-elementary factor D” with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00 such that 
(Ik)icO is the right-type q x q Caratheodory sequence associated with D”, namely 
Do = 0,” r, where D,“,, is defined by (20). 
Thus, we have obtained a right-type parametrization of Potapov-normalized 
full-rank J4-elementary factors with pole of order n + 1 at z = co by nondegen- 
erate q x q Caratheodory sequences. This is the analogue of the parametrization 
of Potapov-normalized full-rank j44-elementary factors with pole of order n + 1 
at z = oo by nondegenerate Schur sequences (see [ 10, Theorem 4, Definition 61). 
On the other hand, we know that Potapov-normalized full-rank j44-elementary 
factors with pole at z = 00 can be also characterized by finite sequences of strictly 
contractive matrices, namely the so-called Dubovoj parameters (see [lo, Theo- 
rem 5, Definition 71). Now we will derive a similar characterization of Potapov- 
normalized full-rank Jq-elementary factors with pole at z = co. For this reason, 
we first turn our attention to the case of a simple pole. We already know from 
Remark 9 in [lo] that every Potapov-normalized J4-elementary factor d” with pole 
of order one at z = oo admits the representation 
d”(z) = I - (1 - z)Q, z E c, (25) 
where Q := Z - d”(O). Now we will characterize the case that d” has full rank. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let Q E C%xq, and let d”:C + C2qxQ be given by (25). 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) d” is a Potapov-normalizedfull-rank Jq-elementary factor with pole of 
order one at z = 00. 
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(ii) There exists a q x q complex matrix y with y + y’ > 0 such that 
Q = (v, -O*(Y + Y*)-‘W, -OJ,. (26) 
(iii) Q is a Jq -orthogonal projection onto some Jy -positive definite subspace 
ofC*q with rank Q = q. 
(iv) There are q x q complex matrices X and Y such that 
Q = (X, Y)*(X, Y)Jq and (X, Y) J,(X, Y)* = I. (27) 
If (i) is satisfied, then there is a unique q x q complex matrix y which fuljills 
y+y* >Oand(26). 
Proo$ (i) + (ii): According to part (b) of Theorem 1, there is a unique 
y~C~~~withy+y*>Osuchthat 
d”(z) = Z - (1 - z)(y, -Z)*(y + y*)-‘(I?, -Z> Jq (28) 
for all z E C. Hence, (26) and the uniqueness of Po follow. 
(ii) + (i): Use (25), (26), and Theorem 1. 
(iii) + (iv): Set X := (y + y*)-‘/*y and Y := - (y + y*)-‘/*. 
(iv) + (iii): Obviously, (27) implies Q* = Q and Q Jq = (X, Y)* (X, Y) 1. 
0. Therefore, Theorem 1.3.1 in [8] provides that Q is a Jq-orthogonal projection 
onto some J,-positive subspace of C%. Further, we have 
q 5 rank Zq = rank[(X, Y)J,(X, Y)*] 5 rank(X, Y) 5 q. 
Consequently, the first equation in (27) and det Jq # 0 imply 
rank Q = rank [(X, Y)*(X, Y)] = rank(X, Y) = 4. 
(iii) =$ (ii): We know from Theorem 4.2.5 in [8] that d” is a Potapov- 
normalized full-rank Jq-elementary factor with pole of order one at z = oo. 
Because of rank Q = 4, we get that d” has full rank. The proof is complete. 
??
Observe that Proposition 3 also indicates some connections to the space CQ 
equipped with the indefinite scalar product generated by the 2q x 2q signature 
matrix Jq. However, such aspects are not at the center of our considerations here. 
DEFINITION 10. Let D” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank Jq-elementary 
factor with pole of order one at z = 00. Then the unique 4 x q complex matrix 
y with y + y* > 0 such that (25) and (26) are satisjied is called the Kovalishina 
parameter of d”. 
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REMARK 14. Every 4 x 4 complex matrix y with y + y* > 0 is necessarily 
nonsingular (see, e.g., [8, Lemma 1.1.131). 
REMARK 15. Let d” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank ./,-elementary factor 
with pole of order one at z, = oc, and let y be the Kovalishina parameter of d”. 
Then (~):=a is the right-type 4 x q Caratheodory sequence associated with d”. 
LEMMA 15. Let d” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank J4-elementary factor 
with pole of order one at z = co, and let y be the Kovalishina parameter of d”. 
Then the Potapov-normalizedfill-rank J4 -elementary factor do with pole of order 
one at z = co has the Kovalishina parameter y -‘. 
Proof In view of Remark 14, y is nonsingular. Obviously, 
[y-l + (y-9*] [y*cy + y*P Y] = (I + y-ly*)(y + y*)-ly = z. 
This implies 
d”(z) = Z - (1 - z)J&, -Z)*(y + y*)-‘(y, -Z) 
= Z - (1 -z)(y-‘, -I)* [y-l + (y-‘)*]-I (y-l, -Z)J, 
for all z. E C. In view of 
y-l+ (y-l)* = [y*(y + y*)-‘)y > 0 
and Proposition 3, the proof is complete. ??
THEOREM 2. Let n be a nonnegative integer 
(a) Let (di)iCO be a sequence of Potapov-normalizedfull-rank J4-elementary 
factors with pole of order one at z = CO. Then 
‘0,” :=d; . d; . . . . . d,” (2% 
is a Potapov-normalizedfill-rank J4-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 
atz=oo. 
(b) Let D” be a Potapov-normalizedfull-rank J,-elementary factor with pole 
of order n + 1 at z = 00. Then there is unique sequence (di);=O of Potupov- 
normalized fill-rank J4-elementary factors with pole of order one at z = 00 such 
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that 
D” cd; .d,“. . . . .d,“. 
Moreover, if C, is given by (1 l), then 
(30) 
D := C,D“C, (31) 
is a Potapov-normalizedfill-rank jq4 -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 
at z = 00. If (dk)EZO is the unique sequence of Potapov-normalized fall-rank 
jq4-elementary factors with pole of order one at z = CO such that 
D, =dodl. . . . .d,,, (32) 
then, for all k E No,~, 
d; = CqdkCq. (33) 
Proo$ (a): For k E No,~, we set 
dk := C,d&. (34) 
For each k E No,,,, then we see from Remark 7 that Equation (33) holds true. 
It follows from Remarks 7, 8, and 9, that do, dl , . . . , d,, are Potapov-normalized 
full-rank jq4-elementary factors with pole of order one at z = co. By virtue of [8, 
Theorem 4.4.51 (See also [6] or [ 10, Theorem 5]), D,, := dodl $9 . d,, is a Potapov- 
normalized full rank jq4 -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00. 
Because of (33) and Remark 7, we have Di = C,D,, C,. Thus, Remarks 7,8, and 
9 yield that Z$ is a Potapov-normalized full-rank J4-elementary factor with pole 
ofordern+latz=oo. 
(b): From Remarks 7, 8, and 9 we know that D given by (31) is a Potapov- 
normalized full-rank jq4 -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = oo. 
First we assume that (d;)i!o is a sequence of Potapov-normalized full-rank Jq4- 
elementary factors with pole of order one at z = 00 which realizes the representa- 
tion (30) of Do. For every choice of k E NO,,, Remarks 7,8, and 9 provide that dk 
given by (34) is a Potapov-normalized full-rank jQ4-elementary factor with pole 
of order one at z = co. Furthermore, we have 
D = C&d; .d,“...d,“)C, =dodl - ... .d,,. 
From Theorem 4.4.5 in [8] we get then that (d&o is the unique sequence of 
Potapov-normalized full-rank j4,r-elementary factors with pole of order one at z = 
03 such that (32) is satisfied. From (34) we immediately see that (33) necessarily 
holds for all k E No,~. It remains to show that there exists a sequence (d;);=. 
of Potapov-normalized full-rank Jq-elementary factors with pole of order one at 
z = 00 such that (30) is fulfilled. According to Theorem 4.4.5 in [8], let (dk)zEo 
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be the unique sequence of Potapov-normalized full-rank j4*-elementary factors 
with pole of order one at z = 00 which realize the representation (32) of the 
Potapov-normalized full-rank jQ4- elementary factor D given by (31). In view of 
Remarks 7, 8, and 9, the sequence (d;)tZO defined by di := CqdkCq, k E No,~, 
is a sequence of Potapov-normalized full-rank J4-elementary factors with pole of 
order one at z = co which satisfies d,” . df . . . . . d,” = C,dodl . . . . . d,,Cq = 
D”. ??
Theorem 2 expresses V. P. Potapov’s view on versions of the classical Schur 
algorithm (see Schur [26], Nevanlinna [21]) and its matricial generalizations. 
Potapov recognized that, in the context of J-theory, Schur’s algorithm means 
some multiplicative decomposition of appropriately chosen J-elementary factors 
into simplest factors of the same type (see also [7]). With regard to Theorem 2, 
I. V. Kovalishina [ 18, p. 4441 stated (without proof) the parametrization aspect of 
part (b) of Theorem 2. 
DEFINITION 11. Let n E No, and let D” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank 
J4-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = co. Let (d;);=. be the 
unique sequence of Potapov-normalized full-rank J4-elementary factors with pole 
of order one at z = oo such that (30) holds true. For k E Ng,n, let yk be the 
Kovalishina parameter of di. Then (y&a is called the sequence of Kovalishina 
parameters of D”. 
THEOREM 3. Let n E No, and let (y&o be a sequence of q x q complex 
matrices with yk + yt > 0 for all k E No, ,,. Then there is a unique Potapov- 
normalizedfull-rank J,-elementary factor D” with pole of order n + 1 at z = w 
such that ( yk)ico is exactly the sequence of its Kovalishina parameters. 
Proof Use Proposition 3 and Theorem 2. ??
PROPOSITION 4. Let n E No, let D” be a Potapov-normalizedfill-rank J4- 
elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00, and let (yk)fco be the 
sequence of Kovalishina parameters of D”. Then (y[_l&!!o is the sequence of 
Kovalishinaparameters of the Potapov-normalizedfill-rank Jq-elementaryfactor 
Do with pole of order n + 1 at z = co. 
Proof In view of Theorem 2, let (di);=o be the unique sequence of Potapov- 
normalized full-rank J4-elementary factors with pole of order one such that (30) 
holds. We know from Lemmas 7 in [lo] and 10 that fiO is a Potapov-normalized 
full-rank J4-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00, whereas 
;i,o,ci,o,..., dl are Potapov-normalized full-rank J4-elementary factors with sim- 
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ple pole at 2 = 00. Clearly, 5’ = 2; . Li;) . . . . . Li,o. The application of Theorem 2 
and Lemma 15 completes the proof. ??
From Remarks 7, 8, and 9 we see that a 2q x 2q matrix-valued function D” 
defined on C is a Potapov-normalized full-rank J4-elementary factor with pole of 
order n + 1 at z = 00 if and only if the function D : = C, D”C, where C, is given 
by (11) is a Potapov-normalized jq4 -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at 
z = 00. 
THEOREM 4. Let n be a nonnegative integer Suppose that D” is a Potapov- 
normalizedfull-rank Jq-elementaryfactor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00 ana’ 
that D is a Potapov-normalized jq4 -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at 
z = 00. Let (r/+0 be the right-type q x q Caratheodory sequence associated 
with D”, and let (&)t=o be the right-type q x q Schur sequence associated with 
D. Further, let (yk);=O be the sequence of Kovalishina parameters of D”, and 
let (6k)f=0 be the sequence of Dubovoj parameters of D. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) [Do, D] is a Cayley-associated J4 - jqq-pair 
(ii) (r&u is the Cayley transform of (&)rco. 
(iii) For each k E No,~, yk is the Cayley transform of &, i.e., yk = (I - 
&)(Z + &)-I. 
Proof (i) =+ (ii): Use part (b) of Theorem 1, Lemma 1, and Remark 7. 
(ii) + (i): Apply Lemma 14. 
(i) + (iii): Theorem 2 shows that there is a unique sequence (dk);,o of 
Potapov-normalized full-rank J4-elementary factors with pole of order one such 
that (30) holds. On the other hand, we know from Theorem 4.4.5 in [8] that there 
is a unique sequence (dk)E,!o of Potapov-normalized j,,-elementary factors with 
pole of order one at z = 00 such that D = dodl . . . . . d,,. Hence, (i) is equivalent 
to Do = (C,doC,)(C,dlC,) . . . . . (C4dnC4). By virtue of Remarks 7, 8, and 
9, for each k E No,,, the function CqdkCq is a Potapov-normalized full-rank J4- 
elementary factor with simple pole at z = co. Thus, part (b) of Theorem 2 yields 
di = CqdkCq for all k E No,~. Consequently, in view of Definition 7 in [lo] and 
Definition 10, it remains to check the equivalence (i) +- (iii) in the case n = 0. 
However, if n = 0, then this equivalence follows immediately from Remark 14 in 
[lo], Remark 15, and the equivalence (i) + (ii), which is already verified. ??
The investigations of Section 5 can be considered as an extension of some work 
by I. V. Kovalishina. In [ 181 she stated a larger part of the results of this section 
without proof. We know from handwritten manuscripts of I. V. Kovalishina that her 
methods are quite different. From its origin, our approach is based on Dubovoj’s 
[6,8] research on parametrization of Potapov-normalized full-rank j,,-elementary 
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factors and subsequent investigations of the authors (see [lo]). 
6. POTAPOV-NORMALIZED FULL-RANK &-ELEMENTARY FACTORS 
WITH POLE AT z = 0 AND THEIR ASSOCIATED LEFT-TYPE q x q 
CARATHl?ODORY SEQUENCE 
In some sense, this section can be considered as a dual version of Section 5. 
In contrast with the case of Potapov-normalized full-rank j,,,-elementary factors, 
which was treated in detail by Dubovoj [6; 8, Section 4.41, parametrizations of 
Potapov-normalized full-rank J,,-elementary factors with pole at z = 0 have not 
been considered in the literature up to now. 
LEMMA 16. Let n E No. Let (Ak)izO be a nondegenerate q x q Schur se- 
quence, and let B,,,A : Co\{O} + CQxq be dejined by 
( 
I- F&q diag [e&), e,4(1)] &,,.Idiag [e&U/Y), e,*,(G)] , 
&,A(Z) := z E co\v4. 
I+ jq4 die [enq(l), enq(l)] H,,Adiag [e&(O), e&(O)]. 
(35) 
z=oo, 
where enrl : C + Cqx(n+l)q and Hn,~ are given by (17) and (14). Further, 
let (rk)EzO be a nondegenerate q x q Carathkodory sequence, and let 
B,O,r : Co\{01 + C2qx% be defined by 
I - eJq diag [enqW, enqW] Hi,,diag [e&W), e&(1/z)] , 
B,“,4z) := z E Co\(O), 
I + Jqdiagknq(l), ens(l)lHi,r diagh&(O), e&WI, (36) 
z = 03, 
where HnSr is given by (16). Zf (rk)z=o is the Cayky transform of (Ak)izO, then 
B n,A = cqBn~rCq, (37) 
where C, is given by (11). 
ProofI Use the identity (22) and apply Lemma 13. ??
Recall that every Potapov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factor B with 
pole of order n + 1 is uniquely characterized by its so-called left-type p x q Schur 
sequence (&)t=O (see [lo, Theorem 7 and Definition 91). This is exactly that 
unique nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence for which B admits the representation 
B = &.A, where Bn,~ is defined by (35). 
THEOREM 5. Let n be a nonnegative integer: 
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(a) Let (rk)icO be a nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory sequence. Then 
B;,r : Co\101 + Cax2q defined by (36) and (16) is a Potapov-normalizedfull- 
rank Jq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0, which satisfies 
Jq - [B,",,(z)l* JqB;,,4d 
1 - 1212 
= 1212 diag [enqUE>, e,,UlT>] f& diag [e~q(llT), e,*,(llZ)] 
(38) 
for all z E Co\{O}. 
(b) Let B” be an arbitrary Potapov-normalizedfull-rank Jq-elementary factor 
with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Then there exists a unique nondegenerate q x q 
Caratheodory sequence (rk);=o such that B” is exactly thefunction B,” r defined 
from (I’k)iEO via (36) and (16). Moreoven the function B := CqBOCq, where 
C, is given by (1 l), is a Potapov-normalizedfull-rank jqq-elementary factor with 
pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. The Cayley transform of (rk);=o is exactly the 
left-type q x q Schur sequence associated with B. 
Proof Using Theorem 4.4.1 in [8] and Lemma 16, Theorem 5 can be proved 
analogously to Theorem 1. We omit the details. ??
DEFINITION 12. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let B” be a Potapov- 
normalized full-rank Jq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. 
Then the unique nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory sequence (Pk);=u for which 
B” coincides with B” n r given by (36) is called the left-type q x q Carathtodory 
sequence associated with B’. 
REMARK 16. Theorem 5 obviously shows that, for every nondegenerate q x q 
Caratheodory sequence (r,&-,, there is a unique Potapov-normalized full-rank 
Jq-elementary factor B” with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0 such that (P$,o is the 
left-type q x q Caratheodory sequence associated with B”, namely B“ = B$, 
where Bi,r is defined by (36). 
Observe that we already know from Remark 10 in [lo] that Potapov-normalized 




b”(z) = z _ pz ’ z = o. ’ w-9 
, 
where P := Z - b”(co). Now we describe the case that b” has full rank. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let P E CQxQ, and let b” : C\(O) + C2qxG be given by 
(39). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) b” is a Potapov-normalized full-rank Jq-elementary factor with pole of 
order one at z = 0. 
(ii) There exists a q x q complex matrix [II with o + CX* > 0 such that 
P = -J,(u, I)*@ + ~*)-‘(a, Z). (40) 
(iii) P is a Jq-orthogonal projection onto some J,-negative definite subspace 
of@ with rank P = q. 
(iv) There are q x q complex matrices x and y such that 
P = -Jq(x, y)*(x, y) and (x, y)Jq(x, Y)* = -Z. (41) 
If(i) is satisfied, then the q x q complex matrix a! whichfuljills a! + a* > 0 and 
(40) is unique. 
Proof Proposition 5 can be proved analogously to Proposition 3. ??
DEFINITION 13. Let b” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank Jq-elementary 
factor with pole of order one at z = 0. Then the unique q x q complex matrix 
u with cx + (Y* > 0 such that (39) and (40) are satisfied is called the Kovalishina 
parameter of b”. 
REMARK 17. Let b” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank Jq-elementary factor 
with pole of order one at z = 0, and let a! be the Kovalishina parameter of b’. 
Then (u)~=~ is the left-type q x q Caratheodory sequence associated with b”. 
LEMMA 17. Let b” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank Jq-elementary factor 
with pole of order one at z = 0, and let (Y be the Kovalishina parameter of b”. 
Then the Potapov-normalizedfull rank Jq-elementary factor b” with pole of order 
one at z = 0 has the Kovalishina parameter a-‘. 
Proof Lemma 17 can be checked similarly to Lemma 15. ??
THEOREM 6. Let n be u nonnegative integer. 
(a) Let (bL)i=-, be a sequence of Potapov-normalizedfull-rank Jq-elementary 
factors with pole of order one at z = 0. Then 
&‘,:=b; .b;_, . . . . .b; (42) 
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is a Potapov-normalizedfill-rank J4-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 
atz =O. 
(b) Let B” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank J4 -elementary factor with pole 
of order n + 1 at z = 0. Then there is a unique sequence (b&0 of Potapov- 
normalizedfull-rank Jq-elementary factors with pole of order one at z = 0 such 
that 
B” = b,O . b;_, . . , . . b;. (43) 
Moreover if C, is given by (1 l), then B := C, B”C4 is a Potapov-normalized 
full-rank jqq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. rf (bk& is 
the unique sequence of Potapov-normalizedfull-rank jqq-elementary factors with 
pole of order one at z = 0 such that 
B, = b,,b,_l . . . . . bo, (44) 
then bi = CqbkCq for all k E No,~. 
Proof Using Theorem 4.4.2 in [8] and Remarks 7,8, and 9, Theorem 6 can 
be analogously proved as Theorem 2. ??
Part (b) of Theorem 6 leads us to the following notion. 
DEFINITION 14. Let n E No, and let B” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank 
Jq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Let (bi);!, be the unique 
sequence of Potapov-normalized full-rank J,-elementary factors with pole of order 
one at z = 0 such that (43) holds true. For k E No,~, let CZk be the Kovalishina 
parameter of bi. Then (Ck!k);,o is called the sequence of Kovalishina parameters 
of B”. 
THEOREM 7. Let n E No, and let (c#!o be a sequence of q x q complex 
matrices with ak + Q; > 0 for all k E No,+ Then there is a unique Potapov- 
normalized full-rank Jq-elementary factor B” with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0 
such that (ak);=o is exactly the sequence of its Kovalishina parameters. 
Proof Use Proposition 5 and Theorem 6. ??
PROPOSITION 6. Let n E No, let B” be a Potapov-normalizedfidl-rank J4- 
elementaryfactor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0, and let (o&o be the sequence 
of Kovalishina parameters of B’. Then (u~~,)~=~ is the sequence of Kovalishina 
parameters of the Potapov-normalizedfill-rank J,-elementaryfactor ii0 with pole 
of order n + 1 at z = 0. 
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Proof Using Theorem 6 and Lemmas 7 in [lo], 12, and 17, Proposition 6 
can be proved analogously to Proposition 4. a 
Now we will derive an analogue to Theorem 4, which describes the situation 
in the case that the pole is located at z = 0. 
THEOREM 8. Let n E No. Suppose that B” is a Potapov-normalizedfull-rank 
J4-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0 and that B is a Potapov- 
normalized jqq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Let (I’k)f=O 
be the lefrtype q x q Caratheodory sequence associated with B”, and let (Ak)FcO 
be the left-type q x q Schur sequence associated with B. Furthen let (cUk)& be 
the sequence of Kovalishina parameters of B”, and let (t!&);,o be the sequence of 
Dubovoj parameters of B. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) [B”, B] is a Cay&v-associated J4 - jq4-pair 
(ii) (Fk);!c is the Cayley transform of (Ak)fZO. 
(iii) For each k E NO,,, ok = (1 - &)(I + B&l. 
Proof 
(i) + (ii): Use part (b) of Theorem 5 Lemma 1 and Remark 7. 
(ii) + (i): Apply Lemma 16. 
(i) + (iii): Using Theorem 4.4.2 in [8], Theorem 6, and Remarks 7,8,10, and 
17, this equivalence can be proved similarly to the analogous one in Theorem 4. ??
7. ON INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN FULL-RANK J4- ELEMENTARY 
FACTORS WITH POLE AT z = 00 AND FULL-RANK J4 -ELEMENTARY 
FACTORS WITH POLE AT z = 0 
In view of Definitions 8 and 11, we are naturally led to the following notion. 
DEFINITION 15. Let n E No, let D” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank 
J4-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00, and let B” be a Potapov- 
normalized full-rank J,-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Then 
[D”, B”] is called a coupled J,-type Potapov pair of order n -t 1 if the right-type 
q x q Caratheodory sequence associated with D” coincides with the left-type q x q 
Caratbtodory sequence associated with B’. 
In the following we will derive equivalent conditions for [D”, B”] to be a 
coupled J,-type Potapov pair. Recall that, analogously to Definition 14, coupled 
jq4 -type Potapov pairs were introduced in [ 10, Definition 131. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let n E No, ana! let D” (respectively, B’) be a Potapov- 
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normalizedfull-rank J4-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00 
(respectively, z = 0). Further let D := C,D’C,, and let B := C, B”C,. Then 
[D”, B”] isacoupled J&pePotapovpairofordern+ 1 ifandonlyif[D, B] is 
a coupled jq4-type Potapov pair of order n + 1. 
Proof In view of Theorems 3 and 7, D” and B” are uniquely determined 
by their Kovalishina parameters, whereas Theorems 6 and 9 in [lo] show that 
the Potapov-normalized full-rank j,,-elementary factors D and B are uniquely 
characterized by their Dubovoj parameters. Thus, applying Theorems 4 and 8, we 
obtain the assertion. w 
PROPOSITION 8. Let n E No, let D” be a 2q x 2q matrix-valued function 
dejined on C, and let B” := jq4Do jq4. 
(a) The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) D” is a J4-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00. 
(ii) B” is a Jq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. 
(b) Zf (i) is satisjed, then 
B”(z)lJqqDo(z) = U,, (45) 




Let (i) be sati@ed. Then D” has full rank if and only if B” has fill 
rank. Moreover, D” is Potapov-normalized if and only if Do is Potapov- 
normalized. 
Let Do be a Potapov-normalized full-rank Jq-elementary factor with pole 
of order n + 1 at z = 00. Then [D”, B’] is a coupled J4-type pair of order 
n+ 1. 
Proof (a): From Lemma 9 in [lo] we know that D” is a J4-elementary 
factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00 if and only if s is a (- J,)-elementary 
factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. In view of jq4(-J4) jq4 = J4, the 
equivalence stated in part (a) immediately follows. 
(b): Obviously, jq4 J4 = -U,, and Je jq4 = U,,. Thus, Lemma 9 in HOI 
implies 
B”(z) = jq4 J4 [(Do)-‘(z)] Jq j,, = -Uqq(Do)-l(zWqq 
and, consequently, (45) for all z E C/(O). 
(47) 
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(c): This part follows immediately by straightforward considerations. 
(d): Let (P&n be the right-type q x q Caratheodory sequence associated 
with Do. Applying the notation used in Theorem 1, the identities 
jqq Jq . die [enq(w), enq(w>] = -diag [enq(w>, enq(w)] . jqq, w E c, 
(48) 
and jqYGi,rjq4 = Hi,r yield 
B”(z) = jqq [D”Ul3]* jqq 
=z+ Gjqq Jq die [enq(l>, enq<l>] Gi,, 
x diag [e,‘,(l/3] , eiqU/Z>jqq 
=I- $ diag [enq(lL enq(l>] H,$- 
x diag [e&(1@), e&(1/i)] 
for each z E C\{O}. In view of Definition 11, the proof is finished. ??
COROLLARY 1. Let d” be a Potapov-normalized fill-rank J4-elementary fac- 
tor with pole of order one at z = 00, and let y be its Kovalishina parameter. 
Furthel; let b” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank Jy-elementary factor with pole 
of order one at z = 0, and let (Y be its Kovalishina parameter If cr = y, then 
b”(z)U,,d”(z) = U,, for all z E C\{O}. 
Proof: In view of Remarks 15 and 17, (y)F=c and (a)f=u are the right- 
type q x q Carathtodory sequence associated with d” and the left-type q x q 
Caratheodory sequence associated with b”, respectively. Suppose a! = y. Part 
(d) of Proposition 8 and part (b) of Theorem 6 yield b” = j&” jq4. Thus, the 
application of part (b) of Proposition 8 completes the proof. ??
Krein and Smuljan [19]. Potapov [23], and Young [27] independently devel- 
oped the theory of linear fractional transformations of matrices. We considered 
some aspects of this theory in [8, Section 1.61. If 
are (p + q) x (p + q) complex matrices with p x p blocks a and 6, which 
satisfy the rank conditions rank(c, d) = q and rank@*, S*) = p, then the linear 
fractional transformations syqq) : Dc,d + cpxq and 72.‘) : &,g + Cpxq are 
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defined by 
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2) .- c,d .- { x E Cpxq : det(cx + d) # 0) , 
& Y3 := { x E CPxq : det(xy + S) # 0} , 
sIp.4) (x) := (ax + b)(cx + d)_‘, and 
@.Q) (x) := (xy + a)-‘(XCY + B). 
THEOREM 9. Let n E No. Let D” be a Potapov-normalized fall-rank Jq- 
elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00, and let (y&o be the 
sequence of its Kovalishina parameters. Let B” be a Potapov-normalizedfull- 
rank Jq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0, and let ((wk)z,o be 
the sequence of its Kovalishina parameters. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) [D”, B”] is a coupled Jq-type pair of order n + 1. 
(ii) CXk = yk holds for all k E No,,. 
(iii) B”(z)U,,D”(z) = U,, for each z E C\{O}. 
If(i) is sutisjied, then, for all z E C\{O}, 
s(4.4) 
w-d = 7$$. (49) 
Proofi Obviously, C, UqqCq = -lJ,, . Set D := CqDoCq and 
B := C, BY,. Then (iii) holds if and only if B(z)U,,D(z) = U,, for all 
z E C\{O}. Thus, Theorem 10 in [lo], Proposition 7, and Theorems 4 and 8 
provide immediately the equivalence of the statements (i), (ii), and (iii). From a 
basic property of linear fractional transformations (see, e.g., [23] or [8, Proposition 
1.6.11) we see finally that (49) is necessary for (iii). H 
For n E No, we will use E,, to denote the function Ed : C + C given by 
E,(Z) := zn. WV 
REMARK 18. Let n E No, and let B” be a J,-elementary factor with pole of 
order n + 1 at z = 0. Then Do := &,,+I B” is a constant matrix-valued function or 
a Jq-elementary factor with pole not greater than n + 1 at z = 00. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let n E No, let B” be a Potapov-normalizedfull-rank Jq- 
elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0, and let (&;=. be the 
sequence of its Kovalishina parameters. Then 
23:=e,+lB” (51) 
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is a Potapov-normalizedfull-rank J,-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 
at z = 00, and the sequence (yk)i& of its Kovalishina parameters is given by 
Yk := @;_k)-‘, k E No,n. 
Proof From Remarks 7,8, and 10 we see that B := C, B”C, is a Potapov- 
normalized full-rank &- elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. 
Theorem 8 implies that the sequence (B&n of Dubovoj parameters of B is 
connected with (&!k);!u Via Bk = (I - ak)(Z + ok)-‘, k E No,,. Proposition 9 
in [lo] shows that B’ := &,,+I B is a Potapov-normalized full-rank &-elementary 
factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = co and that the sequence (&)E=n of Dubovoj 
parameters of B’ satisfies & = -fii_k, k E No,~. Hence, in view of Remark 14, 
we get 
& = -(Z + e&)-‘(Z - o;_k) = (a;_k - Z)(Z + o;_k)-’ 
= [z - (O(,*_k)-‘1 a;_,‘ [[I + (~;-k)-lb;-k]-l 
= [I - (o$+_k)-‘] [I + (oz_k)-l]-l, k E (0, 1, . . . , n}. (52) 
On the other hand, we have B ??= C,Z3C,, i.e., Z3 = C, B’C,. From Remarks 
7,8, and 9 it follows that B is a Potapov-normalized full-rank J4-elementary factor 
with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00, whereas Theorem 4 yields that the sequence 
(vk);,u of its Kovalishina parameters can be expressed by yk = (I - &)(Z + 
Ak)-‘, k E Nom Using well-known properties of Cayley transformation, we get 
finally & = (Z - y&Z + yk)-‘, k E NO-~, and, in comparison with (52), 
Yk = (a;_k)-‘, k E Nom ??
COROLLARY 2. Let n E No, and let B” be afull-rank J4-elementary factor 
with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Then Z3 given by (50) and (51) is a fill-rank 
Jy-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00. 
Proof The matrix B”( 1) is obviously J,-unitary and, consequently, nonsin- 
gular. Thus, B’ := B”[B”( l)]-’ is a Potapov-normalized full-rank J4-elementary 
factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Therefore, Proposition 9 immediately 
provides the assertion. ??
COROLLARY 3. Let n E No, and let B” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank 
Jq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Zf (crk);,o denotes 
the sequence of Kovalishina parameters of B”, then (c$);=~ is the sequence of 
Kovalishina parameters of the Potapov-normalizedfull-rank J4-elementary factor 
8’ := &,,+I Z? with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00. 
Proof Combine Propositions 6 and 9. ??
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PROPOSITION 10. Let n E No, let D” be a Potapov-normalizedfillrank J4- 
elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00, and let (yk)i,o be the 
sequence of Kovalishina parameters of D”. Then 
1 2):=-D” (53) 
En+1 
is a Potapov-normalized full-rank J,-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 
at z = 0, ana’ (( yl)-‘);=o is the sequence of its Kovalishina parameters. 
Proof Using Proposition 10 in [lo], Proposition 10 can be proved similarly 
to Proposition 9. ??
COROLLARY 4. Let n E No, and let D” be a full-rank J4-elementary factor 
with pole of order n + 1 at z = 03. Then V given by (50) and (53) is afill-rank 
Jq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. 
Proof Corollary 4 can be checked analogously to Corollary 2. ??
COROLLARY 5. Let n E No, let D” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank J4- 
elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00, ana’ let (yk)gCo be the 
sequence of its Kovalishina parameters. Then (yl);=o is the sequence of Ko- 
valishina parameters of the Potapov-normalized full-rank J4 -elementary factor 
B’ := (l/s,,+r)b’ with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. 
Proof Combine Propositions 4 and 10. ??
PROFQSITION 11. Let n E No, and let [D”, B”] be a coupled J,-type Potapov 
pair of order n + 1. Then [IS, D] given by (50), (51) and (53) is a coupled J,-type 
Potapov pair of order n + 1. 
Proof Let z E Cc\{O}. It is readily checked that B”(z)UqqDo(z) = U,, 
if and only if 23(z)U,,B(z) = U,,. Thus, in view of Propositions 9 and 10, the 
application of Theorem 9 completes the proof. ??
8. POTAPOV-NORMALIZED FULL-RANK J,-ELEMENTARY FACTORS 
WITH POLE AT z = oo AND THEIR ASSOCIATED LEFT-TYPE q x q 
CARATHEODORY SEQUENCE 
In Section 5 we stated a first type of parametrization of Potapov-normalized 
full-rank J4-elementary factors with pole at z_ = 00 by finite nondegenerate q x q 
Caratheodory sequences. This section is aimed to derive an essentially different 
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parametrization by finite nondegenerate q x q Carathtodory sequences. For the 
following, it will be useful to introduce some further notations. Assume that 
t E No or t = 00 and that (AF);,o is a given nondegenerate q x q Schur 
sequence. Using (l), for each n E No,~, we set 
P n,A := $,(A;, A:, . . . , A;), (54) 
GM := 
n.A (,_.f,) [I - (st~)*s!~I-’ (s,f,>’ 9 (55) 
H:A I= (‘:A) [Z - (s~A)*S~A]-~ (s!A)*. (56) 
If (rF)izo is a given nondegenerate q x q Carathtodory sequence, then we will 
use the notation 
SW n,r := S,(l$ l-y,. . . , l-f,, (57) 
qr CT&- := _z ( > s:r * p:r + (s:r)*l-l _I ’ ( > 
‘Hm := n,r (y) [S$ + ,s$.,*]-l (y)*7 
(58) 
(59) 
and, in view of (2), 
TM n.r :=%e S$. 
Further, for each n E No, let efq : C + @+‘)qxq be defined by 
(60) 
efq := (?“I,, Zn-'Zq, . . . ,?I,)*. (61) 
LEMMA 18. Let n E NO, let (A:)t,o be a nondegenerate q x q Schur 
sequence, and let (I’~)bo be the Cayley transform of (A?)izO. Then 
the nondegenerate q x q Carathkodory sequence (K’~);=o satis$es GFA = 
C(n+l)q~~rC(n+l)q ad H:A = c(n+l)qfi~rc(n+l)q. 
Proof Lemma 18 can be proved similarly to Lemma 13. W 
LEMMA 19. Letn E No, let (AF)zcO beanondegeneruteq xq Schursequence, 
and let D:A : C + CGx2q be deBned by 
D~A(z) := Z - (1 - Z)jqq 
xdk([e~q(l)]*, [etq(l)]*) G:,A diag (etq(z), e:q(z)) . (62) 
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Let (rF& be a nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory sequence, and let V:, : 
C + C%x2q be deBned by 
D$(z> := z - (1 - z)Jq 
xdiag ([e:q(l)]* 1 [e:q(l)]*) %$- diag (e&(z), etq(z)) (63) 
Zf (rF)& is the Cayley transform of (A:)&, then D,‘* = CqV~,Cq. 
Proof Use Lemma 18, Remark 7, and 
diag [e:q(zL e,:,(z)] Cq = C(,+l), diag [e:q(z), e,:,(z)] , z E C (64) 
Recall that every Potapov-normalized full-rank j,,-elementary factor with 
pole at z = 00 can be uniquely characterized by its so-called left-type q x p Schur 
sequence (see [ 10, Theorem 11 and Definition 131). 
Now we are going to derive a dual result. 
THEOREM 10. Let n be a nonnegative integer 
(a) Let (rF)iZo be a nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory sequence. Then 
D$ : C + CQx% defined by (57), (58) (61) and (63) is a Potapov-normalized 
full-rank J4-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00. Moreover, for 
all z E C, 
Jq - [Q$-Cd]* Jq~,$4z) 
= (1 -l~l~).dias([e~~(z)]*,[e~~(z)]*).~~~ 
. diag [en’,(z), e:q (z)] . 
(b) Let D” be a Potapov-normalizedfull-rank Jq-elementaryfactor withpole 
of order n + 1 at z = 00. Then there exists a unique nondegenerate q x q 
Caratheodory sequence (I’:);=O such that D” coincides with ID,$. The Cayley 
transform of (r~)~,o is exactly left-type q x q Schur sequence associated with 
the Potapov-normalizedfill-rank jqq -elementary factor D := C, D”Cq with pole 
of order n + 1 at z = co. 
Proof Using Theorem 11 in [lo] and Lemmas 18 and 19, Theorem 10 can 
be proved analogously to Theorem 1. ??
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DEFINITION 16. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let Do be a Potapov- 
normalized full-rank J4-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00. 
Then the unique nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory sequence (r~)&, for which 
D” coincides with ‘D’ n,r given by (57), (58), and (63) is called the lefr-type q x q 
Carath6odor-y sequence associated with D”. 
REMARK 19. Let n E No. Theorem 10 shows that, for every nondegenerate 
q x q Caratheodory sequence (PF)iZo, there is a unique Potapov-normalized 
full-rank Jq-elementary factor D” with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00 such that 
( P:);Jo is the left-type q x q Carathtodory sequence associated with D”, namely 
D” = ID: ,., where VTr is given by (63). 
LEMMA 20. Let d” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank .14-elementary factor 
with pole of order one at z = 00, and let y be the Kovalishina parameter of d”. 
Then ((Y-‘)*)~!o is the lefi-type q x q Carathbodory sequence associated with 
d”. 
Proof: Let (n)iZo be the left-type q x q Caratheodory sequence associated 
with d”. To prove the assertion it remains to check that 
(Y, -O’(Y + v*)-‘(v, -0Jq = J&l*, -o*(rl+ wo?*, -0 (65) 
if and only if r] = (v-l)*. If (65) holds, then y*(v + y*)-‘y = (n + n*)-l 
and (v + y*)-‘y = n(n + r]*)-‘. In view of Remark 14, then n = (v-l)*. 
Conversely, it is readily checked that r] = (v-l)* implies (65). ??
The following result can be conceived as an extension of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 11. Let n E No,,. Suppose that D” is a Potapov-normalizedfill- 
rank Jy-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00, and let D be a 
Potapov-normalized full-rank jqy -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at 
z = co. Let (r:);!. be the left-type q x q Carath&odory sequence associated 
with D”, and let (AF);,o be the le$-type q x q Schur sequence associated with 
D. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) [D”, D] is a Cayley-associated J4 - jqq-pair 
(ii) (P:)F,o is the Cayley transform of (A:)jtco. 
Proo$ (i) + (ii): Use part (b) of Theorem 10, Lemma 1, and Remark 7. 
(ii) + (i): Apply Lemma 19. W 
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9. POTAPOV-NORMALIZED FULL-RANK &-ELEMENTARY FACTORS 
WITH POLE AT z = 0 AND THEIR ASSOCIATED RIGHT-TYPE q x q 
CARATHEODORY SEQUENCE 
In Section 6 we studied a first type of parametrization of Potapov-normalized 
full-rank J4-elementary factors with pole at z = 0 by finite nondegenerate q x q 
CarathCodory sequences. Now we want to work out an alternative parametrization 
via nondegenerate q x q CarathCodory sequences. 
LEMMA 21. Let n E No, let (AF);!O be a nondegenerate q x q Schursequence, 
and let BnMA : Co\{O} + CGx% be defined by 
( 
Z - 9 diag ([e~(lfi)]* , [e~qW~~]*) H&, 
IfA := xdiag [efq(l), $W] jq4, z E c\w, 
I + diag ([e&(O)]*. [e,fq@)]*) H,$ die [e:(l), e:(l)] inq, Z = 00~~~) 
Let (rF)i!o be a nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory sequence, and let Z3:, : 
Co\(O) + CQx2q be defined by 
( 
Z - (1 -We diag ([e:e(W)]* , [e~WJ]*) H$ 
qr. (z) := xdia~e~qU), e,fqU)] Jq. z E c\ Kv 7 (67) 
I + dia~[e~@)]*, [e,$@)]*) 3-1,$ diag [$W, eL(l)] J,, Z = CO 
Zf (I’F);!o is the Cayley transform of (Ar)EcO, then B:* = C,ZS~,C,. 
Proof Use Lemma 18, Remark 7, and the identity (64). ??
THEOREM 12. Let n be a nonnegative integer 
(a) Let (rF);=o be a nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory sequence. Then 
%!I. : Co\(O) + ch x2q defined by (57), (59), (61) and (67) is a Potupov- 
normalized full-rank Jq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. 
Moreover, for all z E C\{O}, 
-4 - [qr(z)]* 4$%)-(z) 
1 - 1z12 
= - diag ([e:q(l/?!)]*, [e,‘,U/Z)]*) ‘H$ 
Id2 
(68) 
x diag [e:q(lp), efql/Z)] . 
(b) Let B” be a Potapov-normalizedfull-rank Jq-elementaryfactor withpole 
of order n + 1 at z = 0. Then there exists a unique nondegenerate q x q 
Caratheodory sequence (I’F)ixo such that B” coincides with Z3,$. The Cay- 
ley transform of (r~)~!o is exactly the right-type q x q Schur sequence associated 
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with the Potapov-normalized fill-rank j44-elementary factor B := C, B”C4 with 
pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. 
Proof Using Theorem 12 in [lo] and Lemmas 18 and 21, Theorem 12 can 
be proved analogously to Theorem 1. ??
DEFINITION 17. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and let B” be a Potapov- 
normalized full-rank J,-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0. Then 
the unique nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory sequence (Pi)& for which B” 
coincides with 13’ n,r given by (57), (59), (61), and (67) is called the right-type q x q 
Caratheodory sequence associated with B”. 
REMARK 20. Let n E No. Theorem 12 shows that, for every nondegenerate 
q x q Caratheodory sequence (I’:)[t!o, there is a unique Potapov-normalized full- 
rank Jq-elementary factor B” with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0 such that (PF)i=o is 
the right-type q x q Carathtodory sequence associated with B ‘, namely B” = l3: r, 
where f3: r is given by (67). 
LEMMA 22. Let b” be a Potapov-normalized full-rank Je-elementary factor 
with pole of order one at z = 0, and let a! be the Kovalishina parameter of b”. 
Then ((a-1)*)~=o is the right-type q x q Caratheodory sequence associated with 
b”. 
Proof Lemma 22 can be verified similarly to Lemma 20. ??
The next result should be considered in combination with Theorem 8. 
THEOREM 13. Let n be a nonnegative integer Suppose that B” is a Potapov- 
normalizedjidl-rank Jy -elementaryfactor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 0, and let 
B be a Potapov-normalizedfull-rank jq4 -elementaryfactor with pole of order n + 1 
at z = 0. Let (rF);=o be the right-type q x q Caratheodory sequence associated 
with B”, ana’ let (AF)iZO be the right-type q x q Schur sequence associated with 
B. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) [B”, B] is a Cayley-associated J4 - jQ4-pair 
(ii) (Pr)fco is the Cayley transform of (A!)‘&,. 
Proof (i) *(ii): Use part (b) of Theorem 12, Lemma 1, and Remark 7. 
(ii) + (i): Apply Lemma 21. 
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